Lightwave Summer School Bosnia-Herzegovina 2023
Time to step up…….. “HEAL THYSELF”
You are far more capable to heal your self as you have been told. You’ve learned the adagium: if
you want to become healthy you need to take medicines, you have to depend upon doctors,
psychiatrist and many others. But what if you carry within you everything you need to heal
yourself? What if the cosmos provided the earth, through infinite wisdom, with devices,
constructions and buildings to support our wellbeing and health?

Lightwave Summer School helps you find your health and wellbeing.
In times like these it is so important to find ways to heal our selves. Many forces around us wants
us to believe we need their products like shots etcetera, to stay healthy. By now we know it is a lie
and we need to know how to prevent sickness. But how are we going to do that? During the
Summer school you will learn how. You will experience the healing powers of the tunnels in the
valley of Visoko, you will feel the energies of the pyramids, you will experience the love-vibrations
in the park. You will learn a wonderful healing modality. This healing modality is helping you to
prevent yourself from sickness or heal yourself from any disease. The pineal gland is the driving
force of this system. Through the pineal gland you will feel and experience the strength of this
magnificent organ. The pineal gland is the antenna to the cosmos, among other functionalities as
you will learn. Also you will discover that everything you need is already within you. All you need to
do is to dive in that wonderful part of yours and we will help you with that during this 5-day event.

A Life changing experience!
After Lightwave Summer School you will have:
-

gained insight and knowledge about multidimensionality
proper understanding how to work with the multidimensionality
found tools to heal your self in a very easy way
alignment with the new energies of the 5th dimension
experienced very special energies at power spots and you will take these energies back home
received more knowledge and insights into the history of the planet and humankind
learned to be empowered and live from your empowerment
gained more wisdom related to the pineal gland and what the effects will be when it is activated

Your life will have changed in a very pleasant and enriching way. You’ve learned how to help your
self in many situations and circumstances. All this will take place in an extraordinary environment.

At a very special healing location in Bosnia
There is a very special place in the former Yugoslavian country Bosnia-Herzegovina. (Europe) This
place is called Visoko, half an hour’s drive from the capital Sarajevo. What makes this place so
special?

The biggest pyramid of the world
There are pyramids. Not just small and insignificant pyramids. No, these pyramids are big. The
pyramid of the Sun is the biggest in the world. They have been discovered by Dr. Sam
Osmanagich. He created the biggest archeological site in the world supported by volunteers, who
excavate the different sites. It is such an open project, people from all over the planet travel during
Spring and Summer to participate.

Magic & healing
The different places and sites are magical. The tunnel system into the direction of the pyramid of
the sun is very healing due to the high value of Bovis frequencies. Many people with diseases
come on a regular basis to be in the healing vibrations of the tunnels. And they do heal!

Energetic scenery with power places and vortexes
There is more. Dr. Sam Osmanagich created a fabulous park across the entrance of the tunnels.
This park is accessible for everyone who likes to have a beautiful walk in a very energetic scenery.
The park is filled with power places and vortexes and you can walk there for hours.

Interested?
Wouldn’t you be interested in visiting Visoko, feeling and experiencing these spots, having a
fabulous time, and learn something new you can use in your day to day life back home? Come to
the Lightwave Summer school and join us for a week. Being in the presence of the pyramids and
their energies, being with wonderful people and learn a healing technique must be a very
attractive way to spend your vacation.

Sounds good? Read more about the program below

Program 2023
Start: Monday July 31 10.00 h.
1st day
- Visit to the Foundation's Museum
- Tour in the tunnels Ravne and Park Ravne 2
- Lunch in the Park
- Workshops in the Park
2nd day
- Sun pyramid excavation with presentation
- Top of the Sun pyramid with meditation
- Lunch in the Park

- Workshops in the Park
3rd day
- Moon pyramid excavations with presentation
- Top of the Moon pyramid
- Lunch at the Moon pyramid
- Workshops at the Moon pyramid
4th day
- Visit to the Tumulus in Vratnica with meditation at the top
- Lunch in the Park
- Workshops in the Park
5th day
- Climbing the top of Dragon pyramid
- Meditation at the Love pyramid
- Lunch in the Park
- Workshops in the Park
6th day
- Tunnels Ravne meditations
- Free time at Ravne
- Lunch in the Park
- Closing classes in the Park
The program might be subject to some slight changes if needed.
Be aware, there will be a lot of dance and laughter.
All classes are English spoken.

Optional
Individual pineal gland activation* by appointment.
*An activated pineal gland is of enormous assistance to come and stay in touch with your Higher
Self. It is very helpful tool in your day to day life, it gives you guidance, direction and insights. It
provides you with an ongoing connection with the universe. An activated pineal gland helps you to
develop telepathic powers, a clear connection with other humans and a powerful connection with
your own inner strength and intuition. Growth and awareness are to be expected. The pineal gland
is also the access point to the 5th dimension.
All the pineal gland activations will be given by Dominicus Hettinga. You can schedule an
activation with him. Send him an email before arrival already and schedule your activation or ask
him on the spot. info@lightwave.nl
Through the ages it has been known that the Pineal gland is the interface between the higher
dimensions and the physical realm. It can be said then to be the gateway between the ego
personality, brain and the Divine Mind. It has been termed by metaphysicians such as Descartes
and Edgar Cayce as being the 'Seat of the Soul'. The pineal is the agent of advancing knowledge
into reality manifestation. The pineal works with the pituitary in opening the bridge, the gateway
between the physical and nonphysical, between brain and mind. Whatever knowledge you allow
yourself to believe can only become a reality by the pineal, first opening the gate to the Divine. It
does this by interpreting the frequency of thought into a thermal bio chemical electrical current
throughout your body and opening to mind. Your human brain transforms the thoughts you
generate into thousands of bio-chemicals every second.

Travelling suggestions
Please note that the cost of traveling to the Summer School location in Visoko, Bosnia is not
included, The travel is at your own leisure and expense.
You can take a flight to Sarajevo international airport (SJJ), in Sarajevo, Bosnia. You can go by car,
Eurolines bus or camper.
It is about 45 minutes by bus from the airport to Visoko. Taxis are also available and reasonably
priced, especially if you share a taxi.

Accomodation details
Included the full price is your overnight stay. This will be in the Franciscan Monastery. X5RP+X5R,
Mehmeda Skopljaka, Visoko, Bosnië en Herzegovina. In the heart of Visoko town. This is one of 7
National Monuments in the Municipality and excellent option for groups.
Rooms are spacious, clean and the building is renovated.
The staff is very kind and helpful.
Gardens are wide and peaceful, perfect for resting or meditations after or before the daily program.
If you want a single room there is an additional fee of €5, p.night.
In case you come on your own and want to organize your stay by your self, there are campings in
the neighborhood, you can rent vacation houses or park your camper at a nice spot.
In Visoko are many B&B’s. You can find them online.

Catering details
Lunches are prepared by The Local Woman Association. They prepare very tasty traditional meals
with organic ingredients from their own gardens. It consists of various lunches, all vegetarian,
soups and stews, salads, vegetables, selection of fruits, cakes and homemade natural juices. It is
served as a buffet in the Park, under the red tent.
Please note that dinners are not included in the package, but may be enjoyed at the various
restaurants in Visoko at reasonable prices.

Abundance exchange
€ 975 Early bird price € 920 runs until May 15th 2023
This is including
- all guided tours
- the lecture of Sam Osmanagich
- all lunches
- all classes and class material
- all transportation during the tours
- overnight stay in monastery including breakfast
Individual Pineal gland activation:
€ 135,- (Normally € 175,-)

Please note that Travel arrangements are not included and provided.

Bring your partner
Are you enrolling together with you partner? If you enroll together you’ll each enjoy a discount of
€ 50
Is your partner or friend interested in spending time at this fantastic location, but not in the Summer
school? No problem. They can come along and spend the time for leisure, sightseeing and/or
volunteering.

Early Bird discount € 55 until May15th
Payment and Cancellation Terms:
Don’t wait too long to enroll, space is limited. There is an early bird discount of € 55 before May 15
2023. Your enrollment is de nite after you paid the non-refundable downpayment of 10% for
administration- and booking fee.
Payment terms:
10% downpayment due within 2 weeks of enrolling, you will receive an invoice with all the details
90% of the total reservation up to 15 days before the school starts. (Before Juli 15)

Cancellation terms:
Downpayment of 10% is non-refundable.
Cancellation up to 30 days before the school starts (before Juli 1) – No charge.
Cancellation within 30 days before the school starts (after Juli 1 and before Juli 31) 30% is charged
of the total booking amount
Cancellation within 15 days before the school starts (after Juli 15) 70% Is charged of the total
booking amount.
Cancellation within 7 days before the school starts (after Juli 22) or No Show 100% is charged of
the total booking amount.
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We look forward to see you in Bosnia.

